### Call Log

**For Date: 10/11/2019 - Friday**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-21148</td>
<td>0058</td>
<td>MOTOR VEHICLE STOP</td>
<td>Citation/Warning Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vicinity of: [WIL 80] SHAWSHEEN SCHOOL - SHAWSHEEN AVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle: WHI 2013 NISS UT PATHFI Reg: PC MA 8VNC90 VIN: 5N1AR2MM3DC655451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Insurance Co: PREFERRED MUTUAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Policy No:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: Written warning for no license in possession and speed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 19-21149    | 0130  | DISABLED MV                        | Taken/Referred to Other Agency |
| Location/Address: MAIN ST |                         |
| Vehicle: GRN 2005 FORD SE FOCUS Reg: PC MA 9PDT80 VIN: 1FACP34N95W155461 |                         |
| Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE |                         |
| Policy No:                         |                         |
| Narrative: Operator requesting assistance with flat tire. |                         |
|                         | Contacted Roadside Assistance for operator. |                         |

| 19-21150    | 0147  | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK            | log info. only          |
| Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD |                         |
| Narrative: Check of area. |                         |
| Narrative: Clear, checks ok. |                         |

| 19-21151    | 0253  | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK            | log info. only          |
| Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILLOWOOD ST |                         |
| Narrative: Check of area. |                         |
| Narrative: Clear. |                         |

| 19-21152    | 0309  | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint          | Taken/Referred to Other Agency |
| Vicinity of: [WIL 42] SONNYS MOBILE ON THE RUN - LOWELL ST |                         |
| Narrative: Caller reporting debris in the roadway, between Mobil station and 93 onramp. |                         |
| Narrative: Large cardboard box. Moved it to the side of the road. |                         |

| 19-21155    | 0607  | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint          | log info. only          |
| Vicinity of: WOBBURN ST + CHEROKEE LN |                         |
| Narrative: Traffic enforcement. |                         |
| Narrative: Clear. |                         |

| 19-21156    | 0617  | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint          | finish                  |
| Vicinity of: CUNNINGHAM ST |                         |
| Narrative: Traffic enforcement. |                         |
19-21157  0617  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  log info. only
Vicinity of: FAULKNER AVE
Narrative: Traffic enforcement.
Narrative: Clear.

19-21160  0634  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + I93NBR40 RAMP
Vehicle: WHI 2015 MACK GU713 Reg: MA 97203 VIN: 1M2AX07CXFM24061
Insurance Co: EMPLOYERS MUT CAS
Policy No:
Narrative: Citation for red light.

19-21161  0655  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 79] WILMINGTON MIDDLE SCHOOL - CARTER LN
Narrative: Crossing duty

19-21164  0717  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  finish
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Removed deceased possum

19-21167  0730  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CLARK ST
Vehicle: BLK 2009 DODG CALIBRE Reg: PC MA 633WJ2 VIN: 1B3HB48A09D199589
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative: Written warning marked lanes

19-21168  0740  Bylaw Violation  Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 1417] MAIN STREET CONSIGNMENT & THRIFT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2015 M2106 Reg: CO MA T94100 VIN: 3ALACWD0FDG9892
Insurance Co: OLD REPUBLIC INS
Policy No:
Narrative: Business owner reports illegal dumping in business dumpster by occupants of MA Com Reg T94100 (Ryder Truck Rental)
Narrative: 39 reports 2 pallets thrown in dumpster
***See Report***
Narrative: 39 spoke with truck owner who will retrieve items
Refer To Incident: 19-1111-OF

19-21169  0742  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Location/Address: ROLAND DGA - FORDHAM RD
Narrative: rear door
Narrative: 39 reports door was not secured properly, checked building with employee checks ok

19-21170  0750  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of: CONCORD ST + I93NBR39 RAMP
Narrative:
Caller reporting bag of medical waste spilled all over roadway

Narrative:
39 reports waste belongs to Concentra Medical, will be attempting to make contact at company

Narrative:
Company notified and will be sending someone to clean up

Narrative:
39 off at Concentra Medical

Narrative:
39 clear, en route to Town Hall to speak with Board of Health

Narrative:
Per car 39 debris has been removed

19-21171 0809 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: WILDWOOD ST
Narrative:
Report of raccoon in barrel

Narrative:
ACO reports animal was freed

19-21176 0930 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1145] REGISTRY OF MOTOR VEHICLE - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:
Panic alarm counter 8

Narrative:
Accidental per 32

19-21186 1107 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: LOWELL ST + WOBURN ST
Narrative:
Enforcement

19-21187 1110 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: LOWELL ST
Vehicle: GRY 2019 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 2NYW71 VIN: 2HGFC2F63KH553458
Insurance Co: LM GENERAL
Policy No:
Narrative:
Citation for red light violation

19-21188 1117 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative:
Check of park

19-21190 1128 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: CUNNINGHAM ST
Narrative:
Enforcement
19-21191 1132 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Vehicle: BLU 2014 NISS UT MURANO Reg: PC MA 895YS2 VIN: JN8A21MW0EW530041
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No: Narrative: Citation red light

19-21192 1152 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CUNNINGHAM ST
Vehicle: GRY 2014 BMW X1 Reg: PC MA 8TT539 VIN: WBAVL1C53EVY15438
Insurance Co: GOVT EMPLOYEE INS
Policy No: Narrative: Citation for speed

19-21194 1207 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CUNNINGHAM ST
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE
Policy No: Narrative: Verbal expired inspection

19-21195 1214 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Checking for mail

19-21197 1252 DISABLED MV Unfounded
Vicinity of: RUTB1,TNCTON AVE + CHESTNUT ST
Narrative: Report of DMV in area
Narrative: Checked area GQA

19-21198 1327 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: [WIL 79] WILMINGTON MIDDLE SCHOOL - CARTER LN
Narrative: Crossing duty

19-21199 1328 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Narrative: Report of construction fence/netting in road
Narrative: Construction crew had removed fencing prior to officer arrival

19-21200 1331 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Investigated
Location/Address: SHAWSEEN AVE
Narrative: Caller reports mailbox damaged
Narrative: 32 reports damage occured a couple of weeks ago
***See Report***
Refer To Incident: 19-1114-OF
19-21202 1354 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: BUTTERSROW
Narrative: Passerby reports dog unleashed and unattended

19-21204 1357 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE
Vehicle: RED 2006 LINC SE ZEPHYR Reg: PC MA 8EF654 VIN: 3LNNM26126R623997
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE
Policy No: Narrative:
Written warning for passing in a no passing

19-21205 1454 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Vicinity of: BAY ST
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No: Narrative:
Hit & Run
Narrative: *SEE REPORT*
Refer To Incident: 19-1115-OF

19-21206 1455 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Mail run

19-21208 1503 ANIMAL COMPLAINT log info. only
Location/Address: [TWK] SALEM RD
Narrative: Tewskbury resident that lives on the town line requesting we log her dog is missing. Ernie is a 15 lb neutered mixed breed last seen wearing a blue coat. ACO given contact information.

19-21213 1644 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: SWAIN RD
Vehicle: 2013 CHRY Reg: PC VA AEB8984 VIN: 2C4RC1BGXDR653400
Insurance Co: Policy No: Narrative:
dining room door
Narrative: 31-1 vehicle in driveway
Narrative: 31-family members on scene, checks ok
Narrative: Alarm company received same info from owner, family on scene set off alarm accidentally

19-21214 1651 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Narrative:
Male party had reprimanded teenagers on skateboards in area, they then threatened him.

Narrative:
34 - clear, no threats made, moreso argument between parties. Advised children as well as one of their parents, all parties satisfied.

19-21215  1651  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
911 mistaken dialing, spoke with employee Maureen who will check on patient

19-21216  1655  Police Departmental Service  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
32 - selectman packets

19-21218  1710  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  Unfounded
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST + LLOYD RD
Narrative:
Odor of gas in area, FD notified.
Narrative:
31 - smell nothing while outside of cruiser, FD updated.
Narrative:
31 - walked neighborhood with FD, unfounded.

19-21219  1711  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  log info. only
Location/Address:  WOBURN ST
Narrative:
Caller reporting lock inside her house has been compromised and her heat has been turned on when she does not believe she did it herself.

                       Does not want an officer to respond, only wants incident logged at this time.

19-21220  1718  ALARM, BURGLAR  cancel
Location/Address:  [WIL 1243] YORK TELECOM - UPTON DR
Narrative:
rear motion alarm
Narrative:
Cancel per alarm company.

19-21221  1723  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  finish
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST + OLD MAIN ST
Insurance Co:  COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:  
Vehicle:  BLK 2016 JEEP UT WRAUNL  Reg:  PC MA 51CB47  VIN:  1C4BJWEGXGL217157
Insurance Co:  GOVT EMPLOYEE INS
Policy No:  
Narrative:
2 car accident, possibly a third involved vehicle that took off but caller is unsure

Narrative:
33 - third possibly involved vehicle GOA, does not appear as though it made any sort of collision with other two. Parties refused medical attention.
Narrative:
33 - paperwork exchanged, Nissan awaiting tow from AAA. See report.

Refer To Accident: 19-343-AC

19-21222 1734 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Location/Address: ALDRICH RD
Narrative:
Resident reporting lost juvenile in his driveway.

Narrative:
31 - juvenile lost while trying to walk home, driving juvenile home, S/M 20265.0

Narrative:
E/M 20270.1

Narrative:
31 - clear, juvenile turned over to mother and grandmother.

19-21223 1759 ALARM, BURGLAR
Location/Address: [WIL 237] DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS, WILMINGTON - ANDOVER ST
Narrative:
front door alarm

Narrative:
32 - clear, checks ok.

19-21224 1805 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Investigated
Vicinity of: MOZART AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2011 FORD UT EDGE Reg: PC MA 8VX371 VIN: 2FMDR4KC7BBA19777
Insurance Co: CITIZENS INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Vehicle: RED 2010 FORD F350 Reg: PC MA 7AE936 VIN: 1FTWX3B5XEB42263
Insurance Co: PLYMOUTH ROCK ASSU
Policy No: 
Narrative:
Caller reporting maroon pickup and grey SUV parked in the turnaround.

Narrative:
34 - checks ok, operators carpooling with a friend that lives on the street to football game.

19-21226 1832 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: DUBLIN AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2015 TOY OT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 3GRX30 VIN: 2T3RFVRV8FW339608
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Narrative:
31 - written warning for red light violation

19-21227 1834 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: DUBLIN AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2013 HYUN TUCSON Reg: PC MA 7EN353 VIN: KMBJUCA4DU690185
Insurance Co: ALLSTATE INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Narrative:
31 - written warning for red light violation

19-21228 1836 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: [WIL 86] HIGH SCHOOL - CHURCH ST
19-21229 1840  ALARM, BURGLAR         False Alarm
Location/Address: MAIN ST
Narrative: multiple motion alarms. Alarm was acknowledged and cleared by cleaners on scene but alarm company cannot reach responsible party

Narrative: 32 - cleaner no longer on site, checks secure, clear.

19-21230 1844  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP     Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: RED 2009 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 4RJ497 VIN: 1HGCNP6809A050302
Insurance Co: LIBERTY MUTUAL INS
Policy No:
Narrative: 31 - written warning for red light violation

19-21231 1850  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY   Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address: HIGH ST
Narrative: Smoke detectors sounding. FD notified and responding.

Narrative: 32 - staff silenced alarm, no smoke or fire.

Narrative: 32 - FD determined false alarm, clear.

19-21233 1853  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH     finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 86] HIGH SCHOOL - CHURCH ST
Vehicle: GRY 2011 MERZ SE E350W4 Reg: PC MA UM5910 VIN: WDDHF8HB5BA324845
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:
Vehicle: YEL 2016 THOM BU 341TS Reg: SB MA SB39143 VIN: 4UZABRD9GCGS2121
Insurance Co: PILGRIM INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative: 178 - bus struck vehicle parked, no injuries.

Narrative: 33 - see crash report.

Refer To Accident: 19-344-AC

19-21234 1901  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP     Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2013 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 458GJ0 VIN: 1N4AL3AP1DN501857
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative: 31 - written warning for marked lane violation

19-21235 1906  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP     Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + I93BR40 RAMP
Vehicle: GRY 2015 HOND PILOT Reg: PC MA 34AA70 VIN: 5FNYP4H97FB029792
Insurance Co: GEICO GENERAL INS
Policy No:
Narrative: 32 - written warning for red light violation
19-21236  1912  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  Investigated
Location/Address:  [WIL 1209] GENTLE GIANT MOVERS - BURLINGTON AVE
Vehicle:  YEL 2018 260A  Reg: CO MA T18353  VIN: 5PVNJ8J74J4S67304
Insurance Co:  OLD REPUBLIC INS
Policy No:  Narrative:

31 - checking on moving truck with lights on, business appears closed.

Narrative:  31 - crew on scene, checking issue with truck, checks ok

19-21238  1959  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST + BURLINGTON AVE
Vehicle:  WHI 2010 TOY HIGHLA  Reg: PC MA 8SX452  VIN: JTEBK3EH0A2165731
Insurance Co:  STANDARD FIRE INS
Policy No:  Narrative:

31 - verbal for failure to dim high beams

19-21242  2032  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:  32 - check of town hall

19-21243  2032  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  cancel
Location/Address:  TOWPATH DR
Narrative:  Smoke detector activation called in by alarm company, FD responding.

Narrative:  Cancel per alarm company.

19-21244  2036  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Location/Address:  UPTON DR
Vehicle:  GRY 2012 TOYT TACOMA  Reg: PC MA 8HM858  VIN: 5TFJU4GN1CX019539
Insurance Co:  STATE FARM MUTUAL
Policy No:  Narrative:  rear man door

Narrative:  32 - open door to vestibule, 33 en route.

Narrative:  32 - interior doors secure in vestibule, as well as all other exterior doors. One truck in lot. Dispatch left message with responsible party regarding exterior vestibule doors.

19-21246  2217  SERVE SUMMONS  finish
Location/Address:  LIBERTY ST
Narrative:  
33 attempting to serve summons

Narrative:
33 - no one home, house appears vacant.

19-21247 2223  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP             Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  SHAWSHEEK AVE + CUSHING DR
Vehicle:  BLK 2011 FORD EDGE  Reg: PC MA 18H760  VIN: 2FMDK4AK2BBA28852
Insurance Co:  FLYMOUTH ROCK ASSU
Policy No:  
Narrative:  
31 - written warning for speed

19-21250 2248  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP             Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  LAKE ST
Vehicle:  RED 2006 SUBA FOREST  Reg: PC MA 9FF916  VIN: JF1SG62366H740657
Insurance Co:  SAFETY INSURANCE
Policy No:  
Narrative:  verbal for failure to dim high beams.

19-21251 2304  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY             Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Vicinity of:  [WIL 82] WILDWOOD ST. SCHOOL - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative:  assist FD with radio box activation.

Narrative:  clear FD to handle.

19-21253 2306  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP             Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address:  93 OVERPASS - ROUTE 62 HWY
Vehicle:  WHI 2019 GMC SIELIM  Reg: PC MA 9VE247  VIN: 2GTV2LEC5K1188395
Insurance Co:  TRAVEL CAS INS AME
Policy No:  
Narrative:  Verbal for red light violation.

Narrative:  31- Suspicious activity with this vehicle near the Harnden tavern, operator lost his hockey equipment on the highway.

19-21256 2315  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Vicinity of:  [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative:  Check of the cemetery.

19-21257 2323  ALARM, BURGLAR               False Alarm Town Owned Buildin
Vicinity of:  [WIL 84] WEST INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL - CARTER LN
Narrative:  SAS alarm has not recieved the closing signal.

Narrative:  Building checks ok, no one around, appears to be an error with a public buildings employee.

Narrative:  Spoke to public buildgs employee George Hooper, he advised us to disregard and he will handle in the A.M.

For Date: 10/12/2019 - Saturday
19-21258 0027 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: PRIOR TO EXIT 38 - I93 SB HWY
Narrative:
911 caller stating her pick up ran out of gas and and
boyfriend walked to get gas, she was worried as it is dark
and she is on the highway. State police was notified. DSP
did speak to the boyfriend who stated he was 2 minutes away
from returning to his truck. he was advised that state
police were enroute to assist with traffic.

19-21259 0048 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE + WALTHAM ST
Vehicle: WHI 2013 AUDI UT Q5 Reg: PC MA 8LF762 VIN: WALLFAFP08DA046658
Insurance Co: GEICO GENERAL INS
Policy No:
Narrative:
citation for speed.

19-21260 0058 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative:
Check off 230, 240 and 250 Ballardvale.

19-21261 0100 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: JEFFERSON RD
Vehicle: BLU 2019 TOY OT 4RUNNE Reg: PC MA 1YMY91 VIN: JTEBU5JR6K5629223
Insurance Co: IDS PROPERTY CASUA
Policy No:
Narrative:
Door is ajar, dead bolt is on the outside of the door.
Narrative:
DSP got a hold of the owner he is going to respond to secure
the door.
Narrative:
building checks secure.
Narrative:
DSP spoke to the owner and notified that we have checked the
building and have cleared, he is still on his way to secure
the door.

19-21262 0116 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: LAKE ST
Vehicle: BLK 2013 FORD FI50 Reg: PC MA 3XG841 VIN: 1FTX1EF5DFB33221
Insurance Co: ARBELLA MUTUAL INS
Policy No:
Narrative:
Verbal for speed.

19-21263 0152 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE
Narrative:
TT unit idling in the lot.
Narrative:
TT unit has been shut down, leaving shortly.

19-21264 0155 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: WILDWOOD ST
Vehicle: Reg: TX MA 16086
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative:
33- Out at this location, regarding a party skipping out on paying cab fare.

Narrative:
Home owner at this location is willing to pay the cab fare.

19-21265 0158 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
Property Check.

19-21266 0233 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Vehicle Towed
Location/Address: LOWELL ST
Vehicle: WHI 2012 VOLK SE CC Reg: PC MA 9XW251 VIN: WVWHP7AN6CE532054
Towed: For: Accident By: Forest Towing To: Company Tow Yard
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative:
report of a 1 car crash, the vehicle is in the middle of the street on Lowell street.

Narrative:
2nd call reporting vehicle is unoccupied with hazards on, unable to locate operator

Narrative:
State police en route.

Narrative:
request for tow.

Narrative:
Mass Highway notified for curbing in roadway/ Tow company was able to move part of the curbing off to the side.

Narrative:
Citation for leaving the scene of property damage and marked lanes.

Refer To Accident: 19-345-AC
Refer To Summons: 19-383-AR
Summons: CHAVEZ, MONIQUE J
Address: 18 MARIE LAN LAWRENCE, MA
Age: 36
Charges: LEAVE SCENE OF PROPERTY DAMAGE MARKED LANES VIOLATION

19-21267 0244 DISABLED MV finish
Vicinity of: 93 OVER PASS - WOBURN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2014 HOND 4D ACCORD E Reg: PC NH 4096840 VIN: 1HGCR2F89EA101987
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative:
possible DMV.

Narrative:
checks ok, party was checking on her tire.

19-21269 0343 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: LOWELL ST
Narrative:
Female party laying on the ground against the doors to the business.

Narrative:
Female party (from New Hampshire) refused to identify herself and refused any assistance when offered. She has left the private property and will walk somewhere else.

19-21270 0529 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: KILMARNOCK ST
Narrative: spa motion

Narrative: 33- did a check of the area, checks secure.

19-21271 0600 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: I93 NB OVER PASS. - ROUTE 125 HWY
Narrative: Lights on flash at this location, Mass highway notified.

19-21272 0615 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: ANDOVER ST
Narrative: Large tree branch fell and struck cruiser 32, 205 able to move tree branch off to the side, he has taken pictures of the damage.

SEE REPORT

Narrative: ATTENTION MECHANICS
Refer To Incident: 19-1116-OF

19-21276 0650 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: SHAWSEEN AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2007 JEEP UF GRACHE Reg: PC MA H8476 VIN: 1J8HR48N87C629037
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE
Policy No: Narrative: 39- Black Jeep was tailgating and passed him crossing the double yellow lines at this location.

19-21279 0717 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1084] CRATE & BARREL - INDUSTRIAL WAY
Narrative: multiple motion alarms and door alarms

Narrative: 34 reporting at least a dozen employees onscene.

Narrative: 34 clear, spoke to manager onscene who states they are having difficulties with alarm. They will contact alarm company.

19-21280 0730 Police Log Entry log info. only
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Narrative: 39 removed speed trailer from this location.

19-21281 0734 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 975] AMETEK - FORDHAM RD
Narrative: radiobox activation. FD enroute.
31 clear.

19-21283 0806 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 78] ABUNDANT LIFE SCHOOL - CHURCH ST
Narrative:
39 reporting heavy black smoke coming from chimney of this address. FD advised.

Narrative:
39 reporting smoke has subsided. no one in building. FD advised and continuing.

19-21285 0815 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 507] DUNKIN DONUTS - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:
911 hangup call, on call back spoke with male party who stated he was getting coffee and put phone in cup holder, not sure how 911 was dialed. Checks ok by phone

19-21286 0831 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY finish
Location/Address: DEMING WAY
Narrative:
patient assist. FD enroute.

19-21288 0832 Motor Vehicle Theft Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 1108] UHAUL - MAIN ST
Vehicle: 2014 GMC TK TG33 Reg: CO AZ AG35285 VIN: 1GDY72CA7E1917884
Insurance Co: 
Policy No: 
Narrative:
walk-in party reporting stolen UHaul.

Narrative:
entered as stolen into NCIC

19-21289 0849 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint cancel
Vicinity of: GLEN RD + BRATTLE ST
Narrative:
caller reporting two construction trucks parked on Glen Rd at this intersection making it difficult to drive on Glen Rd.

Narrative:
second call received reporting trucks have left the area.

19-21290 0924 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLU 2019 VOLV UT XC90 Reg: PC MA 78C579 VIN: YV4102FK6K1445828
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative:
written warning for marked lanes violation and passing where prohibited.

19-21291 0924 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Vicinity of: ROUTE 125 HWY + ANDOVER ST
Vehicle: WHI 2015 VOLK UT TOWARE Reg: PC MA BEJ145 VIN: WVGEF9BP2FD006950
Insurance Co: PROGRESSIVE DIRECT
Policy No: 
Narrative: State PD reporting trailer with rocks in it impeding traffic in the area

Narrative: 32 reporting trailer is unregistered and something is wrong with one of the tires. State Police notified and given update. they started A&S towing and Trooper just arrived onscene.

Narrative: 32 clear, State Police to handle.

19-21292 0953 DISTURBANCE Investigated
Vicinity of: FEDERAL ST
Narrative: caller reporting the individuals at the water table during the road race are throwing bottles and making a mess on her property.

Narrative: 35 reporting all items are in a trash bag and parties are awaiting pick up from area.

19-21295 1000 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: UPTON DR
Narrative: multiple alarms: front door, front office entry, front office area, long hallway, interior and manufacturing area motion alarms called in by Lexington Alarm.

Narrative: 32 reporting cleaners onscene.

Narrative: Anova Cleaning Services onscene. cleaner set off alarms.

Narrative: 32 clear, additional alarms will probably be received. key fob not functioning properly. cleaner contacted company.

19-21297 1004 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE
Narrative: passerby reporting multiple branches in roadway.

Narrative: 33 reporting between 216-218 Burlington Ave there had been debris in roadway that appears to have fallen out of a landscape vehicle. 33 moved all debris to side of roadway. if still on curb on Tuesday, have DPW remove. copy of log entry faxed to DPW.

19-21298 1020 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: PARKER ST
Narrative: front entry door alarm called in by Wayne Alarm.

Narrative: 33 reporting one vehicle in the driveway comes back to resident. doors and windows check secure.
19-21299 1034 CITIZEN CONTACT Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 5348] LITTLE - EVERETT AVE
Narrative:
caller reporting a company working on bottom of telephone pole in front of her property just dug up new lawn. when asked if they were going to fix it, they stated they were leaving area as is. requesting an officer.

Narrative:
32 reporting there is a company in town fixing decaying telephone poles. company name is Osmose. 32 continuing to speak to caller.

Narrative:
32 spoke to foreman of Osmose.

Narrative:
32 clear, spoke to caller and foreman. foreman states they had called to have grass seed delivered. 32 advised the caller who states that she just wants them to move along.

19-21300 1100 ANIMAL COMPLAINT Investigated
Location/Address: MAIN ST
Narrative:
caller reporting chicken walked into nail salon. ACO notified.

19-21301 1128 ANIMAL COMPLAINT Investigated
Vicinity of: [WIL 60] SHAWSEEN SCHOOL - SHAWSEEN AVE
Narrative:
soccer coach requesting an officer due to male party with dogs who is refusing to get off the fields. words were exchanged and male party is walking towards children with the dogs. 31 enroute.

Narrative:
31 out with male party in area

Narrative:
31 clear, spoke to involved party.

19-21302 1149 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY log info. only
Location/Address: SHAWSEEN AVE
Narrative:
walk-in party reporting suspicious male party, wearing blue jeans, work boots and glasses, driving a black Chevy Suburban, walked on her property yesterday around 2pm. wanted logged.

19-21304 1414 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Vehicle Towed
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST + ROUTE 125 HWY
Vehicle: BLK 2010 FORD F150 Reg: PC MA 223CV2 VIN: 1FTEX1E84D44929
Insurance Co: ARBELLA MUTUAL INS
Policy No: 
Vehicle: GRY 2008 TOY OT HIGHLA Reg: PC MA 2619MV VIN: JTES42A382024995
Towed: For: Accident By: A&S Towing
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Narrative:
2 car MVC, no injuries

Narrative:
A&S enroute to tow one vehicle.
Narrative:
32 clear, see crash report.

Refer To Accident:  19-346-AC

19-21305  1429  CITIZEN CONTACT  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 631] LUCCI'S SUPERMARKET PLAZA - LOWELL ST
Narrative:
Employee reporting female overwelcoming her stay in store, in her 30s wearing baggy sweatshirt and sweatpants with blonde hair

Narrative:
33 located female party in front of Lucci's. she appears ok at this time and only gave first name of Natasha. would not provide any further information to officers.

Narrative:
Observed walking down Woburn st.

19-21306  1441  CITIZEN CONTACT  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 3356] ANDOVER ST
Narrative:
Resident reporting resident operating excavator.

See report

Refer To Incident:  19-1118-OF

19-21309  1651  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  log info. only
Location/Address:  [WIL 396] META NORTH WILMINGTON - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:
Engine 2060 blocking Rte 62

19-21310  1652  MISSING PERSON  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 956] MILESTONE GROUP HOME - HIGH ST
Narrative:
Missing juvenile

Narrative:
entered into NCIC

Narrative:
BOLO put out to the cars

19-21311  1803  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
Check of town hall.

Narrative:
checks ok

19-21312  1804     PARKING COMPLAINT

Location/Address:   RED 2013 FORD SE FOCUS Reg: PC MA 8DP121 VIN: 1FADP3F20DL110662
Insurance Co:       COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:          MAIN ST
Narrative:          Caller reports that there has been a vehicle parked in front of his business for 2 days

19-21314  1856     SHOPLIFTING

Location/Address:   [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST
Vehicle:            BLU 2017 NISS SE SENTRA Reg: PC MA 1HEL15 VIN: 3N1A37AP6HY326070
Insurance Co:       GOVT EMPLOYEE INS
Policy No:          caller reported that a female left without paying carrying 3 reusable bags and a couple of 12 packs of soda
Narrative:          31 Nothing showing to town center
Narrative:          33: unable to locate to Woburn line
Narrative:          31: female clearly observed on video leaving with items. market basket will work on providing copy of video.
Narrative:          31 enroute to Mystic ave in tewksbury to see if female party is home.
Narrative:          31: 31 and 32 at mystic ave tewksbury
Narrative:          Female in custody
Narrative:          32: enroute to Market Basket with items for itemized list
Narrative:          31: transporting female to station s/m 20469.2.
Narrative:          e/m 20471.6
Narrative:          32: Market basket
Narrative:          32: clear market basket with itemized list. Market basket to hold off on no trespass order until manager makes determination
Narrative:          See report
Narrative:          individual has been bailed

Refer To Arrest: 19-386-AR
Arrest: WARD, LEANNE M
19-21319 2112 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CHURCH ST
Vehicle: WHI 2000 TOYT SE CORO Reg: PC MA 3FN393 VIN: 2T1BR12E0YC324600
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No: Narrative: written warning Stop sign violation

19-21320 2150 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2013 KIA UT SORENT Reg: PC MA 9574GW VIN: 5XYKTD66DG387079
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE
Policy No: Narrative: Written warning defective equipment and unregistered vehicle. Vehicle has been moved to 293 Salem St and plates have been confiscated.

19-21322 2242 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: NORFOLK AVE
Narrative: caller reporting people entering her property. do not believe any one is there at this time.

19-21321 2243 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1241] HARNDEN TAVERN - SALEM ST
Vehicle: BLU 2015 AUDI UT Q5 Reg: PC MA 4DH414 VIN: WALLFAFP6FA143635
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE
Policy No: Narrative: vehicle parked behind Harnden Tavern

19-21324 2357 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: SHAWSHINE AVE
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No: Narrative: Caller leaving work reporting tan vehicle pulled into lot occupied at least 4x, would like it checked on due to businesses all being closed

Narrative: 31 clear, vehicle G0A

For Date: 10/13/2019 - Sunday
19-21325 0004 DISTURBANCE log info. only
Dispatch Log  From: 10/11/2019  Thru: 10/14/2019  0000 - 2359  Printed: 10/15/2019

Location/Address: ALDRICH RD

Narrative:
Noise complaint

Narrative:
Clear, shut down for the night

19-21326  0022  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  Vehicle Towed

Vicinity of: MAIN ST + OAKWOOD RD
Vehicle: BLU 2018 STELVI Reg: PC MA 1GF87 VIN: ZASFAKPN0J7B58584

For: Accident By: A&S Towing
Policy Co: PLYMOUTH ROCK ASSU

Narrative:
35 reporting he has a vehicle that appears to be in a motor vehicle crash, failing to stop. At same time Tewksbury reporting hit and run that occurred in their town Main and Shawsheen, vehicle dragging bumper, partial plate of 1GF87

Narrative:
35 has vehicle stopped Main and Oakwood

Narrative:
35 reporting 1 in custody, requesting FD for an eval

Narrative:
Tewksbury cruiser enroute, vehicle was involved in hit and run at their Main St and Shawsheen Ave

Narrative:
A&S notified to tow

Narrative:
FD transporting operator to Lahey Clinic

Narrative:
35 - all units clear, A&S has vehicle

Refer To Summons: 19-388-AR

Summons: SOLANS, JOSEPH BILLINGSLEY
Address: 12 SILVERHURST AVE  WILMINGTON, MA
Age: 49
Charges: OUI-LIQUOR OR .08%, 2ND OFFENSE NEGLIGENT OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE MARKED LANES VIOLATION

19-21329  0054  PARKING COMPLAINT  log info. only

Location/Address: [WIL 42] SONNYS MOBILE ON THE RUN - LOWELL ST

Narrative:
Taxi #1498 being left in lot, transported by FD

Narrative:
Taxi dispatch center notified

19-21330  0104  Building Defects or Issues  Taken/Referred to Other Agency

Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST

Narrative:
Toilet in female cell #1 clogged

Narrative:
Faxed to Public Buildings
19-21331 0110 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK Finish

Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST

Narrative: Check of the area.

Narrative: Clear, checks ok

19-21332 0142 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK Finish

Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST

Narrative: Check of the beach

Narrative: Checks ok, clear

19-21333 0144 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK Finish

Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD

Narrative: Check of Town Hall

19-21334 0207 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Finish

Vicinity of: [TWK] MAIN ST + SHAWNEE AVE

Vehicle: BRO 1997 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 8RV285 VIN: 4T1BG22K8VU081260

Insurance Co: AMICA MUTUAL INS

Policy No:

Vehicle: 2013 FORD VN Reg: PC A2 AJ82778 VIN: 1FTYR12M4KB51886

Insurance Co:

Policy No:

Narrative: Tewksbury reporting hit and run, Uhaul van struck vehicle and continued on, caller following vehicle toward Wilmington

Narrative: Vehicles turned onto Salem from Main St headed into town

Narrative: 32 off with Uhaul in the area of Salem

Narrative: 32 - information exchanged, will forward info to Tewksbury due to accident occurring in Tewksbury

19-21336 0320 CITIZEN CONTACT Arrest(s) Made

Vicinity of: MAIN ST

Narrative: 31 off with female in the area

Narrative: 31: Returning with one female under arrest s/m: 20512.9

Narrative: 31 e/m 20513.4

Narrative: Arrest: Nicole MacDonald

Refer To Arrest: 19-387-AR

Arrest: MACDONALD, NICOLE LEE

Address: 426 HANOVER ST Apt. #1 BOSTON, MA

Age: 35

Charges: WARRANT ALL OTHERS

19-21340 0702 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Vehicle Towed

Vicinity of: CHEROKEE LN
Caller reports possible abandoned vehicle MA Reg 1HFC35 (REVO/INSC).

32 reporting heavy front end damage, damage to roof, cracked windshield and a blown out rear tire.

Surrounding towns notified, no reported hit and runs. Contacted most recent query towns on plate and none have any recent dealings.

A&S notified to tow.

32 clear, A&S towed vehicle, 32 returning to station with plate.

**0810 ALARM, BURGLAR**

Floradale Ave

Kitchen window alarm called in by Xfinity Home. Alarm company states they spoke to home owner who was not on scene and did not give proper passcode but stated mother may be on scene.

33 reporting 3 vehicles in driveway.

33 clear, checks okay.

**0840 LOCKOUT OF STRUCTURE or MV**

[bwil 1085] Bay State Farm Direct Flowers - Progress Way

BLK 2015 Jeep Ut Grand Reg: PC MA 2PKC41 VIN: 1C4RJFEBXFC941724 Commerce Insurance

M/V lockout. Dogs in vehicle, vehicle is running.

Second call received reporting dogs unlocked vehicle.

**1226 Police Log Entry**

[WIL 1001] Police Department - Adelaide St

Prisoner MacDonald bailed.
19-21353 1325 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Taken/Referred to Other Agency

Vicinity of: [WIL 1401] SAVERS - MAIN ST
Narrative: 33 reporting the traffic signal coming out of Savers parking lot is only staying green long enough for 1 car to cycle through. Mass Highway notified.

19-21354 1327 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP Investigated

Location/Address: RHODE ISLAND RD
Narrative: 911 mistake in dialing

Narrative: Caller reports Apple Watch dialed accidentally

Narrative: 32 clear, checks okay.

19-21355 1340 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD Investigated

Location/Address: DEMING WAY
Narrative: walk in party reporting scam. see report.

19-21358 1436 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Investigated

Location/Address: [WIL 2198] NUPATH - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: fire alarm activation. FD enroute.

Narrative: 32 clear, FD clearing.

19-21363 1703 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish

Vicinity of: CHURCH ST + ADAMS ST

Vehicle: GRY 2015 HOND UT PILOT Reg: PC MA 62MD01 VIN: 5FNYF4H52FB041832
Towed: For: Accident By: A&S Towing
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:
Vehicle: RED 1999 CHEV SE CAVALI Reg: PC MA 7YP590 VIN: 1G1JC5244X7111959
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative: 2 car MVA, no injuries or airbag deployment

Narrative: A&S notified

Narrative: one vehicle towed by A&S. All parties refused medical attention.

See crash report

Refer To Accident: 19-347-AC
19-21364 1720 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 299] COCO NAILS - MAIN ST
Narrative: Rear door alarm
Narrative: Building checks secure

19-21365 1723 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: CUNNINGHAM ST + LEXINGTON ST
Narrative: Traffic enforcement.
Narrative: complete

19-21366 1730 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CUNNINGHAM ST + SUDBURY AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2017 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 8VW426 VIN: 19XFCZ5285000
Insurance Co: AMICA MUTUAL INS
Policy No: 32 - written warning for impeded operation
Narrative: 32 - written warning for impeded operation

19-21368 1739 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address: BUTTERSW OR
Narrative: Lift assist FD responding
Narrative: FD to handle

19-21369 1745 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Summons
Vicinity of: CUNNINGHAM ST + LEXINGTON ST
Vehicle: RED 2004 JAGU SE XTYPE Reg: PC MA 8AY239 VIN: S0JEA54245WD72200
Towed: For: Other By: A&S Towing To: Towed to Owners Home
Insurance Co: GOVT EMPLOYEE INS
Policy No: Narrative: A&S notified.
Narrative: 32: Citation for operating after suspended registration, no registration in possession, and speed. The plates were confiscated.
Refer To Summons: 19-389-AR
Summons: CONROY, KYLE M
Address: 8 FAULKNER AVE WILMINGTON, MA
Age: 28
Charges: REGISTRATION SUSPENDED OR REVOKED, OP MV WITH REGISTRATION NOT IN POSESSION SPEEDING IN VIOL SPECIAL REGULATION

19-21371 1756 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address: ELIZABETH DR
Narrative: smoke in area
Narrative: FD to handle
19-21373 1825 ANIMAL COMPLAINT
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative:
Bulldog with no collar loose at beach.

Narrative:
Dog and owner reunited at Pond st.

19-21376 1857 CITIZEN CONTACT
Location/Address: QUAIL RUN
Narrative:
33: flagged down and given bank cards, going to address to return

Narrative:
Bank cards returned to family member, cards were found at Federal and Liberty.

19-21377 1942 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Location/Address: SALEM ST + FREDERICK DR
Vehicle: GRY 2002 HOND Civic LX Reg: PC CT AU20276 VIN: 2HGES16562H544009
Insurance Co: GEICO General Insurance C
Policy No:
Narrative:
Caller reporting an erratic operator. Stated he was driving on the wrong side of the road at some points. Last seen turning onto Frederick Dr from Salem st. Described as a silver or gray Honda Civic with a blue license plate AU20276.

Narrative:
31: Out with that vehicle on Frederick Dr.

Narrative:
Checks out ok, operator was having a difficult time seeing out his windshield due to not turning on his defroster. Rectifying problem.

19-21379 2031 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2017 FORD ESCAPE Reg: PC MA 5NL927 VIN: 1FMCU9GE3HUE81909
Insurance Co: LIBERTY MUTUAL INS
Policy No:
Narrative:
Verbal warning operating without headlights or tail lights

19-21380 2038 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Location/Address: [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
911 accidental dial. Upon callback, spoke to employee Joe, who will assist resident with using phone.
19-21382 2153 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Location/Address: HANOVER ST
Vehicle: WHI 2013 CHEV SE CRUZE Reg: PC MA 1DE576 VIN: 1G1PA5SGX7322217
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Narrative: Caller had noticed a vehicle driving on it's tire rim down Route 38 while he was at Speedy, followed gouge marks in pavement to where vehicle is now parked in front of Hanover St. Caller unsure if it was in an accident.

Narrative: 32: vehicle in front missing wheel with front end damage

Narrative: Checked with Billerica PD and Tewksbury PD they have no hit and runs

Narrative: 31: following gouge marks down double yellow on route 38 into Tewksbury

Narrative: 32: Speaking with the operator. She stated she did hear a funny noise while she was driving but did not notice she was missing a tire until she got home.

Narrative: 32: She came from Chelmsford. Claims she took route 129 the whole way.

19-21384 2248 Police Log Entry log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1016] PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: Female party called into station. During the conversation it was determined that she is at the Whittier Rehab in Haverhill.

19-21385 2315 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: GLENDALE CIR
Vehicle: BLK 2016 AUDI SE A3 Reg: PC MA 7VC378 VIN: WAUB8GFP4G1013826
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Narrative: Caller reporting a black vehicle possibly an Audi sitting in front of his neighbors house for approximately 30 minutes with peoples inside.

Narrative: 32-Units clear, checks ok, passenger in vehicle lives on street.

For Date: 10/14/2019 - Monday

19-21386 0032 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: Check of area.

Narrative: 31-Clear, checks secure.

19-21387 0046 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Unfounded
Location/Address: WOBURN ST
Narrative: 
Resident reporting a lot of noise coming from the far side and back of garage. Requesting check of area, does not wish to speak to an officer.

Narrative:

31-Clear, checks ok.

19-21389 0050 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY finish
Location/Address: (WIL 990) OPR - OFFICE PAPER RECOVERY SYSTEMS - ANDOVER ST
Insurance Co: ARBETKA MUTUAL INS
Vehicle: BRO 2005 FORD F250 Reg: PC MA 9715X9 VIN: 1FTSW21525EA27689
Policy No: 
Insurance Co: ZURICH INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Narrative: Assist FD with central station alarm.

Narrative:

35-Notify Chief and Dep Chief.

19-21390 0119 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: LOCUS ROBOTICS - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative:
Alarm called in as general burglar zone 0017.

Received additional calls for same alarm and zone.

Narrative:

31-Exterior checks secure.

19-21392 0448 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 2301] TECOMET - BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle: BLK 2017 GMC SIERRA Reg: PC NH 3475539 VIN: 1GTVZLEC6HZ106271
Insurance Co: 
Policy No: 
Narrative:
Alarm called in as general burglar.

Narrative:

32-Accidental by employees on scene, there is a crew currently working.

19-21400 0930 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: LOCUST ROBOTICS - BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2018 SE MODELS Reg: PC MA EV6847 VIN: 5YJSA1E2XJF261404
19-21403 1143  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2017 HYUN SE SONATA Reg: PC MA SN42CS VIN: 5NPE34AF2HH572564
Insurance Co: NGM INSURANCE COMP
Policy No: 
Narrative: detail officer 209 issued a verbal for failure to yield, speed greater than reasonable and impeded operation. operator hit cones at detail.

19-21404 1215  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + I93NBR40 RAMP
Vehicle: BLU 2018 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 8ZF236 VIN: 2HGFC2F57JH584069
Insurance Co: GEICO GENERAL INS
Policy No: 
Narrative: verbal for improper passing.

19-21406 1346  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: LOWELL ST + MAIN ST
Narrative: Walk in reporting during evening rush hour no one is stopping for no right on red and continuously take right on red from Lowell onto Main St impeding traffic.

19-21411 1442  SOLICITING log info. only
Vicinity of: MARCIA RD
Vehicle: GRN 2019 TOYT 4D CAMRY Reg: PC NH 2589090 VIN: 4T1B11HK1KU273814
Insurance Co: 
Policy No: 
Narrative: Anthony from Comcast soliciting in the general area

19-21412 1546  ANIMAL COMPLAINT Could Not Locate
Location/Address: [WIL 1401] SAVERS - MAIN ST
Narrative: Caller stated that there is a dog inside of a car in the parking of savers.
Narrative: 33 - clear, unable to locate

19-21414 1627  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1434] WINDSOR PLACE - WEST ST
Narrative: Resident called said no emergency. Confirmed on call back by Joan.
19-21417 1701 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 960] MCDONALDS - MAIN ST

Narrative:
Caller states that he was verbally threatened by a male party who followed him into mcdonalds. Both parties have left the area. Unknown direction of travel.

19-21426 1937 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm Town Owned Buildin
Location/Address: [WIL 237] DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS, WILMINGTON - ANDOVER ST
Narrative:
unscheduled opening

Narrative:
32 - All the lights are off. There is an open door.

Narrative:
32 - conducted a walkthrough with 31, all appears to be in order. Appears to be an oversight. All units clear.

19-21428 2023 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: [WIL 68] ANALOG DEVICES - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
911 hang up

Narrative:
spoke with employee OT, checks ok

19-21429 2024 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address: WILSON ST
Narrative:
Smoke detector activation

Narrative:
33 - FD to handle, appears to be an electrical issue. 33 clear.

19-21432 2031 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address: [WIL 993] ARROW PAPER CORPORATION - ANDOVER ST
Narrative:
assisting the FD with a burning odor

Narrative:
32 - Nothing showing, FD to handle. 32 clear.
19-21434  2145  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST
Traffic enforcement

19-21435  2154  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST + EAMES ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2012 CHEV SE MALIBU  Reg: PC MA 6CCA30  VIN: 1G1ZC5E07CF343712
Insurance Co:  GOVT EMPLOYEE INS
Policy No:
Narrative:  written warning for speed.

19-21436  2218  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  finish
Location/Address:  ALDRICH RD
Narrative:  911 accidental
Narrative:  31 - Clear, checks ok.

19-21437  2230  DISABLED MV  finish
Vicinity of:  [WIL 128] TREMEZZO RISTORANTE - LOWELL ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2013 CHEV SE SONIC  Reg: PC MA 978MM5  VIN: 1G1JC5S2D4178597
Insurance Co:  COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative:  party was advised of the status of the vehicle. he is going to get a ride home and leave the vehicle.

19-21438  2236  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address:  GREEN MEADOW DR
Narrative:  CO detector activation.
Narrative:  FD to handle. 33 clear.

19-21440  2321  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  WOBURN ST
Vehicle:  B RO 2005 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 8TZ245  VIN: 1HGCM56455A164677
Insurance Co:  COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:
Vehicle:  WHI 2005 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 1MFL95  VIN: 1HGCM56405A032815
Insurance Co:  COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative:  33- Parties in the car getting a licensed driver to come down to retrieve the vehicle.
Narrative:  written warning for defective headlight, expired inspection sticker and citation for failure to activate headlights.
Narrative:  licensed driver has taken possession of the vehicle.